DEADLINE TO APPLY: October 5, 2018

Brown’s Cafe Herbal Garden Intern (2018-2019)

Rate: $15/hour, ~6-8 hours per week
Please send your cover letter and resume to hannahhaugenesis@berkeley.edu

Opportunity for continued hire through 2019

Brown’s Cafe Herbal Garden is a newly initiated garden being funded through a Spring 2018 TGIF Grant with leadership of the Cal Dining Sustainability Team Garden Coordinators. We aim to grow edible and medicinal herbs and foster an interactive education environment for our campus community to engage with sustainable food.

We are hiring a garden intern to help facilitate the initiation of this garden and the maintenance throughout the 2018-2019 academic year. The intern will work closely with the Cal Dining Sustainability Team Food Group. The garden will be made up of multiple container garden beds in the outdoor seating area of Brown’s Cafe, with additional funding to expand into the nearby landscape.

Tasks:
- Correspond with project leader to discuss garden tasks weekly
- Check water level in container gardens weekly, and manually water as needed while plants are young
- Create educational signage for the beds and the gardens
- Develop workshop plans to be implemented throughout the 2018-2019 academic year
- Outreach to potential campus and community partners
- Keep records of what is harvested, planted, and any volunteer participation
- Support teammates at Clark Kerr garden open hours, and sustainability events

Desired skills/qualifications:
- Student at UC Berkeley, all majors and years are encouraged to apply
- Comfortable working on self-directed projects
- Experience gardening and appreciation for plants
- Able to work outdoors, potentially lift heavy things, labor manually
- LGBTQ, womxn, POC encouraged to apply